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receipts. When counted, her share was found to consist of three

pigs, twenty-three turkeys, forty-four chickens, five thousand

cocoa-nuts, beside s conside rable quantities of bananas, lemons and

oranges. At the Halle in Paris, as the prima donna remarks in he r

lively le tter, printed by M. Wolowski, this amount of livestock and

vegetables might have brought four thousand francs, which would

have been good remuneration for five songs. In the Society Islands,

however, pie ce s of money we re very scarce ; and as Mademoiselle

could not consume any conside rable portion of the receipts he rse lf,

it became necessary in the meantime to feed the pigs and poultry

with the fruit.

Whereas in modern civilized socie ty inconveniences of the above sort

. 1Jevons, 1973, p. 25 are not really felt, the conventional wisdoms of

buying and se lling remain to be fully articulated. Having intuitively

pe rceived the function of money, we still need to orde r our perceptions

precise ly into a logical framework. It should be remarked that Schank’s

.conceptual dependency theory Schank & Abelson, 1977 and late r work

.of his Schank, 1980 concern representing and drawing inferences

about the transfer of abstract relationships such as possession, owner-

ship, and control } relationships of obvious concern to buying and

se lling. O the r re lated works in this regard include application systems

w .such as ATRANS Lytinen, 1986 , which processes money transfer

.messages, and O pEd Alvarado, 1990, 1992 , which understands argu-

ments in editorial texts concerning trade re lationships, e conomic pro-

tectionism, and so on. In the areas of financial expe rt systems and

.expe rt systems in busine ss Barrett & Beere , 1988 , the re are similar

.applications e.g., Lassez e t al., 1987 , which need detailed representa-

tions of commonsense knowledge of buying and se lling.

Despite all these groundbreaking, original studie s, we are not aware

of studie s of eliciting the commonsense knowledge necessary to solve

1
A colleague remarked that the proble m of Made moise lle Ze lie is not unlike theÂ

.proble m of having an internal curre ncy only traded with a country and an exte rnal

.currency traded against othe r curre ncies . He then added that this is the case in China

and would be a good example.
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.the simple daily problems of economic transactions such as buying and

se lling. It is true that a good place to look for information about the

.kind of knowledge involved in simple micro economics is an introduc-

.tory textbook on the subject e .g., Froyen & Gree r, 1989 . Superficially,

such texts appear to summarize the kinds of knowledge required to a

sufficient degree , and it may be thought that formalizing that knowledge

would be rather easy. A close examination, however, reveals that this is

but an illusion. In all beginning economics books the re is an implicit

assumption on the authors’ part that the reade r has an existing com-

monsense framework. This ``pre-economics’ ’ knowledge forms the back-

ground with which the newly described pie ce s of knowledge can be

wunderstood. Similar remarks have been made in the context of a

pioneering study by de Klee r on naive physical reasoning de Klee r,

. x1975 .

We hope to contribute to such a study here and present a common-

sense microtheory
2

for buying and selling and its implementation. The

commonsense knowledge of events involved in this activity is formal-

ized. Our theory describes how inte lligent agents hold items and money.

When an agent decide s to buy or se ll an item, the theory generate s the

re sulting events, such as the transfer of an item from a se ller to a buyer

and the corresponding transfer of money from a buyer to a selle r. The

system has some portion of the naive knowledge that an agent living in

a Western country in the 1990s should have in orde r to understand the

issue s involved in a buying and se lling process. The ontology incorpo-

. .rate s money cash, check, credit card , agents people or organizations ,

.items movable , real estate, se rvice , shops, barter, and the notions of

transfer, loan, buying by installments, profit, and loss.

It should be noted, however, that we have not built an expert

system that is making decisions and assisting humans in business prob-

lems, like those used in credit evaluation, investment planning, or risk

2
The term microtheory is borrowe d from Cyc, whe re it is used to refe r to a spe cial

.class of conte xts Lenat & Guha, 1989 . Differe nt microthe orie s make different assump-

.tions and diffe rent simplifications about the world. Conte xts provide a mechanism for

recording and reasoning with these assum ptions. For any given topic, such as buying and

se lling, there may be different microthe orie s of that topic, at varying leve ls of de tail and

gene rality.
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.assessment Barre tt & Beere, 1988 . These are the tasks of an `̀ expe rt’ ’

on a specific topic. We are trying to formalize basic commonsense issues

that every `̀ ordinary’’ individual is involved in and has intuitions about.

.In the first version of this paper Ersan et al., 1993 , there we re

several simplifying assumptions. Events involving time such as inflation

and interest we re not covered. In the current formalization, they are

introduced but still are not comple te ly covered. Previously, it was

assumed that the buying and se lling process is performed only using

.money. The exchange of items without using money i.e ., barter was not

taken into consideration. Now, the theory comple te ly covers barter. It is

possible to generate the events that take place in a bartering situation.

New notions are also introduced into the system; for example, it handle s

the borrowing of money and can compute the profit and loss of the

se lle rs. Given an inflation rate , the system is able to deduce the number

and amount of installments, if the buying is being realized in install-

ments. Also, the se lle r’s willingne ss to se ll items is taken into conside ra-

tion. It is taken for granted that every agent accepts cash and check and

that every shop accepts every kind of credit card. Different currency

units can be used in buying and se lling.

The e ssential motivation for this work comes form the Cyc project

.Lenat & Guha, 1989 . We have e specially been influenced by Cyc-re-

.lated work by Pratt and Pratt 1991 on naive theories of money. These

are microtheories that describe the ways in which agents store and

transfer money. A particular microtheory focuses on the documents that

are used to transfer money, the accounts that can store money, the

special case of cash, and various money transfer actions. Howe ver, the

theory does not cover situations in which money is used, such as buying

an item. In that sense , our theory covers all these aspects and several

others. We were mainly influenced by the idea of formalizing common-

sense notions and the way it is done in Cyc. Pratt and Pratt’s overview is

.rathe r parenthetic after all it is only five pages long , and as we have no

.access to the more recent but classified Cyc documents, we cannot

hope to evaluate the current abilitie s of Cyc vis-a-vis our naive eco-Á
nomics. Howe ver, we can probably hope that our present system does

.incorporate many of the capabilities cited in Pratt and Pratt 1991 .

We must emphasize that our aim was not to build a commercial

product but to te st the feasibility of such a task. Other factors that

he lped formulate our framework include Hayes’ pioneering method-
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.ological studies of naive physics Hayes, 1979, 1985 and the gene ral
3 .advice of McCarthy regarding basic re search in AI McCarthy, 1990 .

The implementation of the theory has been performed on a Sun

.workstation using KEE Knowledge Enginee ring Environment KEE,

.1993 . However, we do not want the main value of this paper to be seen

as an application of KEE software in modeling the behavior of individu-

als in an economic system that allows for many choice variables and

many exogenous influences. Although potentially this sort of modeling

could be useful in a number of real-world applications e .g., modeling of

.financial markets, valuation of investment assets , the main goal of our

re search is to understand the commonsense expectations about buying

and se lling. As a result, several simplifying assumptions have been made

in the theory, too many, as a matter of fact, to leave a potential reader

with an uncomfortable fee ling about gaps and brittleness. Unfortu-

nate ly, this seems to be a major problem with research in commonsense

reasoning in general. True, some } if not a majority } of the system

rule s to be presented in the seque l will seem ad hoc. There is some

difficulty in imagining the system scaling up. At this stage, we cannot

really comfort the reader with such problems in mind.4 Le t us simply

re iterate that we believe that what we are doing here is experimental

computer science, with no pretensions to be used as the basis of a

practical reasoning system or a natural language system.

BUYING AND SELLING

Money in Buying and Selling

Money is a key instrument in buying and se lling. Agents can hold

money in different forms. They can have cash, and today this is still the

3 . w xMcCarthy states that 1990, p. 188 `̀ w e need good proble m domains } the AI

analog of what Drosoph ila did for genetics.’ ’ We be lieve that buying and se lling is a good

proble m domain in this re gard. First, it is full of fundam ental questions } som e of which

we hope to tackle in the pre sent paper } and open proble ms and long-te rm re search

issue s. Se cond, this is a domain in which to make experiments that are re ally informative.

w x w xTo quote McCarthy again 15, p. 188 , `̀ a t pre sent the failures are more important than

.1990, p. 188 , the successe s, because the y often te ll us that the inte llectual mechanisms

we imagined would inte lligently solve ce rtain proble ms are inade quate .’ ’
4 w xMaybe it may help to note that a re cent Cyc newsle tter state s that `` t he entire

w xte chnical approach . . . upon which a proje ct such as Cyc is based is innovative and risky.

w xFortunate ly, ove r the past eight years the proje ct has progre ssed to the point where the

`risk’ is now small.’ ’
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most common way. They can have bank accounts and credit cards.

There are several other ways. Howe ver, the se three are the most

common ones and our theory covers only these . The thing all the items

used as money have in common is their acceptance in a particular

.historical context in re turn for othe r goods and services with the

understanding that othe rs would likewise accept them.

Cash can be used physically. In orde r to use the money in a bank

account, checks are used. Agents can use as much money as they have

in the ir bank accounts. In the case of credit cards, agents have a card

and a re lated account with a limit. They can spend an amount of money

not exceeding this limit. When they spend some money using a credit

card, they owe that money to the account and should pay it back later.

Each agent in our system has an amount of money that he can

spend in a buying and se lling process. This amount is the sum of an

agent’ s whole money, e ither in cash, bank account, or credit. The value

.of an agent’s be longings car, house , etc. and the amount of the agent’s

spendable money total another amount called the assets of an agent.

This information about an agent should be known by the system,

because an agent who wants to buy something must have enough money

to do so. If the item that the agent wants to buy is real estate, the

spendable money might not be enough to buy it. But the agent might

have other real e state and can sell the latter and use this money to buy

the former.

Items in Buying and Selling

In every buying and se lling process an item is involved. In our theory,

everything that can be bought and sold is considered as an item.

Actually, the re are three different kinds 5 of items: movable, real e state ,

and service. O ur theory treats getting a service such as a haircut or dry

.cleaning as a buying and se lling process; that is, an agent simply buys a

se rvice from anothe r agent who sells this service. Items are also classi-

fied as durables and nondurables, transferable and nontransferable

goods. Those that are durable have an expected lifetime and an age

5
This seems quite arbitrary, and there must be more and diffe rent kinds of items.

For example , bonds and stock change owne rship, but the ir posse ssion does not essentially

change because they are still he ld centrally in a bank. In our pre liminary theory we did

not treat this issue in detail be cause of the numbe r of technicalitie s involve d.
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using which we can calculate their depreciation. With the latter classifi-

cation, it is seen that a se rvice can be thought of as a nondurable and

nontransferable good.

Each item in the system has an owner. This owner can be a

shopkeepe r or an ordinary pe rson. Both of them can se ll the items that

they own. There are different kinds of shops. Agents have some com-

monsense knowledge about where the ordinary items of daily life are
6 .sold. For example , bread and newspapers are sold at the corne r store.

The values of the se items are also within the commonsense knowledge

of agents. If an agent has enough money and knows where to buy the

item, he can buy it.

The ownership of items depends on the kind of items. If an item is

movable , the owner holds the item physically. If an item is real e state ,

there are documents about the item and the person who holds the se

documents owns the item. If the item is a se rvice, a process receiving

.se rvice is involved and no one can hold this item physically.

Theoretically, there seems no reason why ``shares’ ’ of goods could

not be easily incorporated in our framework. Although our system

currently does not support this, a reasonable approach would be to

.de fine y x, n as 1 unit of a good that is itse lf an n th share in x, a

shared good.

Transfers in Buying and Selling

O ne of the essential aspects of our theory of buying and se lling is the

idea of a transfer. The theory considers buying and se lling as a money

transfer and a corresponding item transfer, where the former stands for

paying the value of the item and the latter stands for changing the

ownership of the item.

For all these transfers to occur, some preconditions regarding the

buyer and se lle r should hold. The buyer must have enough money and

know where the item is sold, and the se lle r should be willing to se ll that

6
There is a proble m he re that doe s not go away when the individuals know the

location of all the store s but not the price s at each store . Normally, individuals have to

face a trade -off between accepting the price of a particular se lle r or incurring furthe r

search costs in the hope of finding a lower price or a bette r brand, or a close substitute ,

.e tc. elsewhe re . Unfortunate ly, searching is known to be a costly activity in general. We

admit that it would make our system much more intere sting, but we did not addre ss the

idea that agents are engage d in a searching activity.
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item. In our theory we assume that all shopkeepers are willing to se ll

the items in the ir shops. In fact, shops exist to sell items. O n the other

hand, an ordinary se lle r who is not a shopkeepe r should agree to se ll

the item before the money and item transfers take place.

As the system define s money in three different types cash, check,

.and credit card , the transfer of money is also categorized into three

different classes. Cash transfer is the most common one . O ne assump-

tion of the system is that money transfers of le ss than some some fixed

.amount are made in cash. No one with a right mind would use check

or credit cards to buy newspapers or bread. When cash is used in buying

and se lling, the amount of money that an agent owns directly increases

.or decrease s according to this role selle r or buyer .

To use a check or a credit card, an agent should have a bank or,

say, a V isa account. If an agent buys an item by writing a check, the

balance of his bank account would decrease by the amount transferred.

O n the other hand, if a credit card is used, then the amount that the

agent owes to the V isa account increases. Therefore, the se accounts

may have negative balances. It should be kept in mind that an agent

who buys an item from anothe r agent who is not a shopkeepe r cannot

use his credit card but pays e ither in cash or by check. It is not usually

possible to buy a house or your ne ighbor’s car using your credit card.

Each money transfer has an amount and changes the amount of the

spendable money of the agents. So buying an item decrease s the

amount of spendable money of the buyer by the amount transferred.

Anothe r important fact is that a money transfer doe s not always occur

with a corresponding item transfer. In some cases an additional money

transfer occurs when the se ller gives change back to the buyer. The

amount of the extra money transfer can be calculated by subtracting the

value of the item from the amount of the money transfer. This ``payback

money transfer’ ’ occurs only when cash is used in the money transfer.

The theory allows the money transfers to be in any currency unit; so an

agent who gives Dutch guilders can be paid back in U.S. dollars if he

wants.

The main idea behind an item transfer is the change of the

ownership of an item. Here, we should remember that se rvices are also

conside red to be items and are handled in a special way. After an item

transfer occurs, the new owner of the item is the buyer, unless the item

is a se rvice. The way an item is transferred depends on the type of item.

.The transfer of a movable item e .g., a newspaper is pe rformed by
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` g̀iving’ ’ the item to the buyer. If the item is a service, then the se ller

.gives service to the buyer by cutting the buyer’ s hair, for example . The

transfer of real estate, on the othe r hand, is conside red as a transfer of

a document of ownership or authorization and affects the net assets of

agents. If an agent buys real e state, this results in an increase in the

assets of the agent, and the se ller’ s amount of assets decreases by the

amount of that real e state.

.Schank and Abelson 1977 introduced and investigated a universal

knowledge representation system in which they introduced the te rm

atrans, which stands for the transfer of an abstract re lationship such as

possession, ownership, or control. It is noted that Schank and Abelson’ s

.gene ral aim was also to mode l common sense 1977, p. 4 :

O ur focus will be upon the world of psychological and physical

events occupying the mental life of ordinary individuals. O ur knowl-

edge systems will embody what has been called `naive psychology’

w x .. . . } the common sense though perhaps wrong assumptions

which people make about the motives and behavior of themse lves

and others } and also a kind of `naive physics’ , or primitive intu-

.ition, as is captured in Conceptual Dependency CD theory.

In our theory both the transfer of money and that of items can be

conside red as atrans. Howe ver, we believe that a commonsense mi-

crotheory should be more fine -grained than this approach. For example,

in Schank and Abelson’ s pragmatic approach the transfer of the owner-

ship of money must simply be considered as an atrans of money. Ye t, in

our system we further categorize this transfer of money into three

different classes because there are different rule s dealing with different

classes. The same argument holds for the transfer of items.

The following scenario is given to e lucidate how the system per-

forms a buying and selling process. Each KEE figure represents a unit.

Each unit has a number of slots, and each slot has a certain value of a

certain value class. The values of a unit may be inherited from anothe r

.unit indicated as From Unit in the figures according to the inheritance

.type indicated as Inhe ritance in the figures . John is an agent in the

. .system Figure 1a . He wants to buy a newspaper Figure 1b . His goal is

given to the system using the structure in Figure 1c. Given only this

information, the system tries to pe rform the buying and selling process.

First, the system checks whe the r John has enough money to buy a
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( )Figure 1 a . The unit repre senting John, an agent. It ke eps the amounts of John’ s asse ts,

loans, and spendable money. All of these slots are of intege r type . The y all have ce rtain

value s none of which is inhe rited.

( )Figure 1 b . The unit re pre se nting the ne wspape r.

( )Figure 1 c . The unit repre senting John’ s goal of buying a newspape r.
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( )Figure 1 d . The unit repre senting Bill, anothe r agent.

newspaper. Although the price and the seller of the newspaper are not

given explicitly, the system has the commonsense knowledge of what the

price of a newspaper is and where it is sold. In the system, Bill is the

proprietor of the corne r store where the newspapers are sold Figure

. .1d . Finding out that John has enough money and the current owner

of the newspaper is Bill, the system generates an item transfer Figure

. .1e from Bill to John and a money transfer Figure 1f from John to

Bill. It deduces the commonsense knowledge that when a newspaper is

sold the ownership changes by giving the item physically. Similarly, it

deduces that the payment is made in cash and no payback will occur

because it is not stated that John has paid an excess amount of money

to Bill. After the buying and selling process is over, Bill’ s spendable

. .money has increased Figure 1g and John’s has decreased Figure 1h .

.The new owner of the item is John Figure 1i .

( )Figure 1 e . The transfe r of the ne wspape r from Bill to John.
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( )Figure 1 f . The transfe r of mone y from John to Bill.

Profit and Loss in Buying and Selling

In general, se lling processes are profit oriented. A seller’ s, e specially a

shopkeepe r’s, main aim is to make profit. Nobody wants to sell an item

to lose money. But there are some exceptions. The selle r may need

( )Figure 1 g . The unit repre senting Bill after the proce ss is ove r.
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( )Figure 1 h . The unit repre senting John after the proce ss is ove r.

some amount of money urgently. In this case, he sells an item without

conside ring profit. In anothe r case , the se lle r knows or strongly guesses

that if he does not sell a particular kind of item with a little loss, he will

not be able to se ll it in the future at all. The refore, he can accept to lose

some money. Also, in some cases, se lle rs sell an item with loss de liber-

ate ly because they expect other kinds of profit from this selling process.

The profit may be in cash or in some othe r form e .g., to make some

.other se ller lose money or even to make someone go bankrupt .

Items have two types of price : purchase price and sale price . In a

buying and se lling process, if the sale price of the item involved is

greate r than the purchase price of the item, the seller makes a profit.

The amount of profit is the difference of two prices of the item. If the

sale price is less than the purchase price , this indicate s a loss for the

se lle r. After the buying and selling process is performed, the purchase

price of the item is changed to the sale price . If the new owner of the

item wants to do so, he can determine the new sale price of the item.

( )Figure 1 i . The unit re pre senting the newspape r after the proce ss is over.
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While de te rmining the new sale price, the owner of the item knows that,

.in general, the sale price of the item should not be much more or le ss

than the market price of that item.

The system also takes into account the depreciation of the goods

.e specially for second-hand goods and the inflation rate when calculat-

ing the profit and loss. Depreciation is the loss in value due to physical

.de terioration wear and tear as well as the obsole scence of a durable

good. It is also considered as the cost of owning an asset for, say, a year.

Among a varie ty of depreciation methods based on the price of the

durable good, the most common one is straight-line depreciation. Ac-

cording to this method, the same fraction of the original price is

charged to current costs each year of the expected use ful life of the

durable good. So if one buys a used car for $600 and expects to use it

for 6 years, then at the end of each year he should deduct $100 dollars

from the price. As a result, if he se lls his car for $450 at the end of the

second year, it should not be conside red as a loss, but a profit of $50.
7

The theory does not cover the notion of profit and loss of the buyer,

.which might occur when an agent buys an item for a highe r or lowe r

price than the market price. However, if an agent has alternatives, he

pre fe rs to buy an item from the se ller who sells the same item for a

lower price. Similarly, a selle r prefers to se ll his items to the agent who

makes the best offer.

Buying in Installments

In a buying and se lling process, if the se ller and buyer agree , the buyer

does not have to pay the whole price of the item immediate ly. The se ller

and the buyer can agree on a payment plan according to which the

buyer pays the price of the item in portions at predefined dates. This is

known as buying in in stallm ents. This kind of buying can occur when the

price of the item involved is more than a certain amount. This amount

changes according to the time and place, but it is common knowledge

that nobody buys bread in installments. Only if the price of the item is

7
Similarly, assume that a shopke epe r buys a camera for $100, keeps it in stock for a

year, and the n se lls it for $105. The shopke eper would not have made any profit, if the

inflation rate turns out to be higher than 5% .
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high enough to buy it in installments might buyers prefe r this kind of

buying.

Here, agreement of the se lle r and the buyer is the most important

point. The amount of the installments and the dates when they will be

honored are decided. These are usually different for different se llers

and buyers at different times. A se ller may want some kind of assurance

from a buyer that the buyer is able to pay that amount of money. For

example , if the buyer has some documents indicating that he has a

regular salary, then the se ller might be convinced. In gene ral, the

agreement is not verbal; some documents are prepared and signed by

both the buyer and the se lle r. There fore, the buyer has to pay all the

installments in time . If he does not, the se ller has the right to sue the

.buyer or to repossess the sold item . Similar considerations apply to the

se lle r; specifically, he has to give the item to the buyer in time. Usually

the buyer pays a certain amount of the item’s price in advance and the

.re st of the money is divided into equal payments. When the buyer is

willing to pay more in advance, the portions become smaller in amount

or in number.
8

Depending on the agreement reached between the buyer and se ller,

the buyer rece ives the item e ither after the agreement is made or after

all of the installments are paid. Other conditions be ing equal, buyers

would usually prefer the former option.

Loan

An important process in economic life is the borrowing of money and

items. It can be defined as taking or rece iving something for a certain

time , intending to return it. If an agent borrows an item, he can use it

for a time period. The important point is that only the user of the item

changes, the owner of the item does not. Sometimes, people borrow

items from the ir friends and do not pay anything in return except,

.probably, a word of thanks . If an agent borrows an item from a shop

8
While de ciding the amount of installme nts, the rate of inflation should be take n

into conside ration. The total amount of money that the se lle r will ge t should be high

enough to compensate for the loss arising from inflation. Thus, the price of the item is

augmente d by an amount according to the curre nt annual inflation rate and then divided

into portions. If the inflation rate is I, price of the item is P, amount paid in advance is

A, and num be r of installments is M, then the amount of installme nts should be at least

. . .P IMr 12 q 1 y A r M.
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.i.e ,. renting , he should pay for it. The se concepts are not covered in

this theory. We will mainly deal with lending and borrowing money. So

we can consider a loan as a way agents increase their spendable money

for a certain time period.

When an agent wants to borrow money he should first find a

lender. There are gene rally three type s of lenders:

An agent who is a re lative or a friend.

An agent whose profession is legally to lend money, such as a bank.

An agent who illegally lends money, such as a usurer.

The borrower should re turn the money in a certain amount of time

e ither by paying the whole amount or by paying by installments. This

usually depends on who the lender is.

If the lender is a friend, the amount to be borrowed cannot be more

than a certain amount, which is gene rally proportional to the wealth of

the lende r. Depending on the amount borrowe d and the pay date , e ither

no or low intere st will be paid.

If the lender is an agent whose reason for existence is lending

money, such as a bank, the borrowe r must have some assurance to offer

the bank. The amount of money the bank will lend is proportional to

this assurance. In addition to the assurance, the borrower should not

have any serious debts to othe r agents in orde r to borrow money from a

bank. There is always some intere st involved, and the pay dates are

strict. If the loan is not paid back on time , the agent may be charged

some more money or the bank may seize the items that we re offered as

an assurance .

If the agent borrows money from an usurer, the interest rate is

gene rally highe r than that of the bank. Some usurers do not need an

assurance , but if the money is not returned on time the borrower might

be in trouble in countle ss ways.

Barter

.In our pre liminary study of the ontology Ersan e t al., 1993 , we dealt

only with buying and selling pe rformed using money. This should not be

conside red the only way to obtain an item, as the illustration preceding

this paper shows. Barter is an alternative for the same process. It is

de fined as the direct exchange of items of equal value without the use
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of currency. In fact, in times when money did not exist barter was the

only way to obtain items. The bartering process starts when an agent

wants a specific item and has some other items to offer for this item.

Anothe r agent who owns the specific item and is willing to exchange it

with the offered items should also exist. The process ends with the

exchange of items and can be considered as consisting of two item

transfers.

The important aspect of barter is a desire to exchange. How do

agents decide that two items may be exchanged? O ne answer would be

that this depends on the value s of items, but the te rm value is also

intricate. V alue is the ratio in which the unit of measure of one thing

exchanges for a multiple , or fraction, of the unit of measure of any

other dete rminate thing. For instance, we may say that the value of a

certain kind of wheat, at a given time and place, is 30 shillings, if a

quarter of such wheat is actually exchanged, at that time and place , for

30 shillings. V alue , in othe r words, is a mathematical proportion be -

tween two quantities of we alth exchanged against one another in a

given market. Agents assign values to items according to different

criteria. O ne is the price of the item; another is the `̀ craving’ ’ of the

agent for that item. Some items, although cheap in price, may have

.great private value e.g., a broken watch inherited from a grandfathe r .

O ne othe r criterion that decide s the value is the time and place in

which the barter takes place. If an item is not produced or easily found

in a country, its value is greate r than the same kind of item’s value

where it is produced. As a result, value is affected by many factors such

as economical, psychological, and historical factors.

The main problem with barter, and the reason it is rarely practiced,

is that the agents must have a double coincidence of wants Froyen &

. 9
Greer, 1989 . Such match-ups scarcely exist in the real world.

IMPLEMENTATION

Knowledge Engineering Environment

In the implementation of the theory, KEE is used as a software

.deve lopment tool KEE, 1993 . This is a knowledge system development

product that provide s software develope rs with a se t of programming

9
For example , to work as a McDonald ’s counte r attendant, one would have to be

willing to exchange 6 hour of daily labor se rvice s for some thing like six Big Macs and two

Coke s per day eve ry day!
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tools and techniques for building applications to represent and analyze

knowledge.

KEE has a frame system. The basis of this system is a unit. Units

are similar to frames. They represent the objects in the theory. Units

contain a number of slots. Slots are used to describe the attributes of

objects and can hold numerical data, text, tables, graphics, pointe rs to

other units, and procedures written in Lisp. Units can be organized into

hie rarchie s, enabling the knowledge base to be constructed in a more

.logical manner Figure 2 . Coupled with KEE’s inheritance mechanism,

this allows e fficient storage and reasoning.

In our system commonsense knowledge is deduced using a number

w xof rule s. These rule s are implemented in the Rule system sic of KEE.

Rule s, like any othe r data structure in KEE, are in the form of units

and can be organized into classes. What the Rule system does is to prove

the conclusions of a rule using the premise s of the rule . When the

premise s of a rule can be shown to hold by the information in the

knowledge base, the conclusions are deduced to be true . The Rule sys-

tem supports both forward and backward chaining.

Figure 2. A sample view of the hie rarchy of some units in the syste m.
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As for the rule s themse lves, they may seem to be token rules that

represent numerous similar rule s that would be needed. Since we do not

have thousands of such rule s, we should indicate this, and provide a

fee ling for the ir coverage. The problem is that some rule s are real

de faults; as we treat the individual instantiations of every real-world

.situation, the re will be a need for default reasoning Ginsberg, 1987 .

There are assorted proposals in the AI literature to perform the latter

and there fore we do not, in this paper, de lve into the specifics of de fault

rule s.

Implementation Details

Units. There are e ight main units: agent, item, money, shop, transfer,

want.buy, want.borrow, and want.barter.

Agent represents the agents involved in the buying and selling

process. Agents can be people or organizations. Buyers and se lle rs are

introduced to the system as members of this unit. It has three slots:

assets, loan, and spendable .money.

Item represents the item involved in the buying and selling process.

There is no limit on the number and kind of items that can exist in the

system. There are five slots of this unit: item.kind bread, apple , car,

. .house , e tc. , ite m.type movable , se rvice , re al e state , owner,

.purchase .price, sale .price , durability durable , non.durable , life .time ,

and age .

Money holds the common attributes of money in different forms

that an agent can have. It has two slots, holder and balance , and two

subclasse s, cash and account. Cash represents the money that an agent

has in cash. Account represents the accounts of an agent, with an

additional slot account.administrator. Bank.Account and Credit.Account

are two subclasses of account. Bank.Account describes the bank ac-

count of an agent. Credit.Account describes the credit card account of

an agent. It has one additional slot, limit, that indicates how much

credit an agent has.

Shop represents the shops in which the buying and selling takes

place . The kinds and the number of shops in the system are not limited.

This unit has two slots: keeper and shop.type pharmacy, real e state

.agency, etc. .

Transfer represents the transfers pe rformed in buying and selling.

It has two subclasses, item.transfer and money.transfer, and two slots

that de scribe the common attributes of the transfers: from.location
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and to.location. Item.Transfer represents the transfer of items in buy-

ing and selling. It has two additional slots: item.transferred and

item.transfer.mode. Money.Transfer represents the money transfer

from buyer to se ller in a buying and se lling process. This unit is also

used when the buyer should receive change from the se ller. Its main

slots are amount.transferred, money.transfer.mode cash, check, credit

.card , and currency.

Want.Buy represents a demand for buying an item. When an agent

wants to buy an item, this unit is used to hold the information of the

buying and se lling process. It has five slots: what.item, which.agent,

.price, se ller, and profit.loss of the seller .

Want.Borrow represents a demand for borrowing money. This is

the unit used to hold the information of the borrowing process and has

seven slots: borrowe r, amount.borrowe d, lender, category friend, bank,

.usurer , pay.date, intere st, and assurance .

Want.Barter is the unit which holds the necessary information

about a bartering process. It is used when an agent wants to exchange

one of his items with anothe r agent’s item. The slots of this unit are

first.agent, wanted.item, offered.item, and second.agent.

Rules. The inference mechanism of the system is provided by a number

of rule classes built into the Rulesystem. To make the reasoning more

e fficient, the rules are grouped into classes. Depending on the type of

knowledge entered, a certain rule class is triggered and new facts are

added to the knowledge base. Among these rule s, some can be regarded

as defaults, that is, rule s for default reasoning. Using the se rule s, it is

possible to derive conclusions despite the absence of total information.

Currently, the system contains four rule classes: item.rule s, money.rules,

want.buy.rule s, and transfer.rule s.

Item.Rules is triggered whenever a new item is created. It contains

rule s that deduce the sale price and type of each item, that is, whe the r it

is real e state, service, or movable . These rules are defaults and are

activated if the user does not provide total information. When an item

is created, its owner and kind should be specified. Some of the rules

.translated to English are as follows:

If the sale price of bread is not specified, then it is a couple of dollars.

If the sale price of a car is not specified, then ask the user.

If the item is a newspaper, then it is a movable item.

If the item is a haircut, then it is a service.
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There is one more rule stating that when a real estate is created,

the net worth of the owner of this item is incremented by the value of

that item.

Money.Rules is triggered each time a money unit is created; this

can be eithe r cash, bank.account or credit.account. It updates the

amount of the spendable money of the agent who owns this money.

Some rules:

If an agent is given cash, then his spendable money increases by the

amount of the cash.

If an agent is given a bank account, then his spendable money increases

by the amount of the account balance .

If an agent is given a V isa account, then his spendable money increases

by the amount of the limit of that account.

Want.Buy.Rules can be considered to be the heart of the system

because when a buying and se lling process occurs, this rule class is

triggered. The agent and the item he wants to buy should be specified.

The se ller and the amount of money offered are optional. If the se are

not specified by the user, the se ller is deduced using transfer.rules and

the money given is assumed to be equal to the price of the item. Using

the purchase and sale price of the item, the profit or loss of the se lle r is

calculated. If the conditions for a buying and se lling event are satisfied,

the system create s a corresponding money transfer and an item transfer

automatically. Some example rules are :

If an agent wants to buy an item from a seller and has enough money,

then a money transfer from the agent to the se lle r and an item

.transfer from the seller to the agent occur Figure 3 .

If the money that the agent gives is not specified, then assume that the

agent gives the exact price of the item, not more .

If the sale price of the item is greate r than its purchase price, then the

profit of the se ller is the difference between the sale and purchase

prices.

If the sale price of the item is less than its purchase price, then the loss

of the se lle r is the difference between the sale and purchase prices.

Want.Borrow.Rules is triggered each time an agent wants to

borrow an amount of money from anothe r agent, which can be e ither a

friend, a bank, or a usurer. The borrowe r and the amount of be
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Figure 3. An example of how rule s are implemented in KEE. He re , Lisp commands and

the rule structure of KE E are combined. This rule is activated whe n an agent wants to buy

an item. It is checked whethe r the agent has enough mone y and the se lle r is known by the

syste m. If the premise s are satisfie d, the system gene rates an item transfe r and a

corre sponding mone y transfe r, filling the slots of the se units with the ne cessary inform a-

tion.

borrowed must be specified. If the information about the other slots is

not given, it is determined by de fault rules such as the following ones. If

all the conditions are satisfied, a money transfer is created from the

lender to the borrower. Some of the rule s are :

If an agent wants to borrow some money from anothe r agent who is

willing to lend it, a money transfer from the lende r to the borrowe r

occurs.

A bank is willing to lend money only if the borrowe r has some

assurance and little or no debt to the othe r agents.

The amount of money a bank will lend is proportional to the borrowe r’s

assurance.

If an agent borrows from a friend less than a couple of hundred dollars

for a couple of months, no intere st will be charged.
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If the lender is not specified and the amount of money to be borrowe d

is more than a couple of hundred dollars, then the lender is a bank.

Want.Barter.Rules is triggered whenever there is a demand for

bartering. The agent who wants to barter should specify the item he

wants, know the owner of that item, and offer one of his items in

exchange . If the other agent accepts this offer, the barter takes place.

Some of the rules in this class are :

If an agent wants to barter an item from another agent offering an item,

see if the agent is willing to exchange his item with the offered one.

If both agents agree on the barter, two item transfers occur.

Transfer.Rules is triggered when a money or item transfer is

created by the want.buy.rules and fills the required slots of the se

transfers. If the se ller of an item transfer has not been specified during

a buying and selling process, a group in this class of rule s deduces the

commonsense knowledge of who the selle r is. Anothe r function of the se

rule s is the balancing of money, bank, and, say, V isa accounts. So each

time a money transfer occurs, the balance of the se ller is increased

while that of the buyer is decreased. This rule class also de te rmine s

whe the r the seller will re turn change to the buyer. In this case a new

money transfer occurs from the se lle r to the buyer.

The money transfer mode of the process is de te rmined. If the

money transfer mode has not been specified and the amount that is to

be transferred is less than some fixed amount, then it is assumed to be a

cash transfer. O therwise, the user is asked to enter the transfer mode .

The item transfer mode is de te rmined according to the type of the item.

There are rule s that determine the new owner of an item after an item

transfer and how the assets of an agent change when the item trans-

ferred is real e state. Some of the rule s in this class are:

If not specified, then the selle r of apples is the greengrocer.

If not specified, then the selle r of a house is a real estate agency.

If a money transfer is made in cash, then both the amount of cash that

the seller owns and the amount of his spendable money increase .

If a money transfer is made by a check, then both the balance of the

buyer’s bank account and the amount of his spendable money

decrease.
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After an item transfer, the new owner of the item is the agent who

bought it.

C ONCLUD ING REMAR KS

This paper summarized the implementation of a preliminary mode l for

commonsense buying and se lling, following in the tradition of Cyc. We

have built a pre liminary microtheory for buying and selling. In this

commonsense theory, the basic objects and events of buying and selling

are formalized. We have covered a part of the intuitive knowledge that

an agent should have in order to understand the events involved in a

buying and se lling process. We have implemented a system that uses

this theory to represent the steps of buying and selling, the re sulting

situations, and the commonsense knowledge involved in these situa-

tions.

It is useful to extend the theory to cover more difficult notions like

stealing, spending patterns, liquidity preference, price fixing, tax, black

market, and search for the adequate price . Seemingly innocent ques-

tions such as `̀ Is the re a limit to se rvice availability e .g., an out-of-print

.book ? ’ ’ or `̀ Can an agent re fuse to pay for a faulty item e .g., a

.tasteless soup ? ’ ’ should also be addressed. Clearly, the answer to both

.questions should be in the affirmative.

It is also possible to see a narrowe r scope for the program explained

in this paper, that is, to show how it can help us understand how an

.economic system made up of many agents making many intelligent

decisions. This would probably take us to more involved issues, but it is

worth serious consideration. For example , a colleague has asked whe the r

our program can show what happens when money is introduced into a

barter e conomy.10

We agree that these are all interesting } and equally troublesome

} questions and, at this stage , can only add that they are be ing actively

10
Unfortunate ly, this is a difficult que stion that has more to do with simulation and

game theory than knowle dge repre se ntation per se . More specifically, what happe ns to the

aggregate wealth of the individuals? What happe ns to the volume of trade? If productio n

de cisions are inte grate d into the program, do individuals become more spe cialized afte r

mone y is introduce d?
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w xre searched by us and, we hope , by others. After all, `̀ d oing this job is

.necessary, important, difficult, and fun’ ’ Hayes, 1985, p. 35 .
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